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TH1RTEEN R3ASONS WHY You Need to Read This Book
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TH1RTEEN R3ASONS WHY

is done you must send it to the next person

is a young-adult ﬁction novel written by Jay

on Hannah Baker’s list, like a chain-letter.

Asher. This book has an ironic 13 book

If you don’t send out the tapes to the next

show Pretty Little Liars. I can’t relate to the

awards. The most major one is the New York

person, a unknown character will send out

book because I never really had suicidal

Times BestSeller and Publishers Weekly

the tapes to the public and all hell will break

friends or a girl send me creepy tapes telling

BestSeller. It’s a big deal but as a reader
chances are you could care less. Something

loose. It is also an Interactive book.. You can
follow Clay as he listens to the tapes.

genres I just mentioned. I personally enjoyed
the book because it relates to my favorite tv

me what I did wrong. But it relates to the
show because there’s a group of girls trying to

exciting is TH1RTEEN R3ASONS WHY is

Hannah leaves behind a map showing all the ﬁgure out who “A” is a mystery person who

a developing movie. The director are casting

major spots where the tapes take place. The

is basically ruining the girls lives, Sorta

map is scary at the same time because you

what Hannah did to everyone on the tapes.

famous actors for the lead rolls. Hannah
Baker (protagonist) is going to be played by

see where everything goes down. Then

Selena Gomez and Clay Jensen might be

imagination comes into view and you feel

played by the actor Logan Lerman (known

bad for Hannah because she went through a

write a note to the author telling him to

as Percy Jackson). The movie should be

lot.

make a second book., you don’t want it to

rerelease mid 2013 when all the characters
are ﬁnally chosen.
This book will keep you at the

I recommend this book for kids

The book keeps you reading until
the end. Then when it’s over you want to

end. Except the ending to this book was

ages 13+. It does have some graphic materials

egh....... The ending was oﬀ compared to the

that might scare little kids. But it’s a book of

whole book. like the author didn’t know what

edge of your seat. The book is about a girl

a lifetime. It’s a mixture of everything. I

to do. If I could I would change how the book

named Hannah Baker, she commits suicide.

little bit of romance. A pinch of horror, it

ended. Something that would really keep the

Before she does she creates 7 tapes. These

had one or two funny moments and a

reader thinking about the book. Something

aren’t just normal tapes. Each tape explains

mystery that has people asking. Why did

that has closer but wants you to ask

TH1RTEEN people who are involved in her

Hannah Baker kill herself? What made her

questions that only Clay or Hannah could

suicide. Clay Jensen who was Hannah’s class

tick? It’s very suspenseful, once you hear one

answer. Over all TH1RTEEN R3ASONS

mate, and also had a crush on Hannah got a tape you want to ﬁgure out who is on the

WHY is great book to read even if you hate

glitter covered shoebox with a note saying

reading.

you1must listen to all tapes. When the person

next one, and why they’re on it. I
recommend it to anybody who likes all those

